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When considering Washington’s greatest moment, many Americans would likely conjure
up Emanuel Gottlieb Leutze’s iconic painting, George Washington Crossing the Delaware.
Besides Gilbert Stuart’s 1796 portrait of Washington that appears on the U.S. dollar bill,
Washington fearlessly navigating the icy waters of the Delaware to pounce on a dormant Hessian
force at Trenton would likely come in a close second. In the painting, those that share the
Providence-blessed ride with their great General are filled with anxiety and nervous animation.
Washington, on the other hand, is unmoved, determined, and as ice-cold in his conviction as the
river below. Both on canvas and in real life, Washington exemplified what it took to be a leader.
His ability to unite men and garner their respect was not the stuff of Parson Weems legend. It
was tangible and existed as a common thread throughout his life. However, what many may not
know or consider is that Washington perfected his leadership ability years before the American
Revolution began.
During his trials and tribulations of the French and Indian War, which many debunkers
point to as proof of Washington as faulty, lackluster military commander, he would learn to
polish his skills as administrator and leader of a rag-tag, non-professional military unit as
commander of the Virginia Regiment. While Washington, always sensitive of his lack of formal
education, was not a great military tactician, he would prove to be a great reader of men and
prognosticator of the moment. Washington understood the concept of self-interest, and
especially during the French and Indian War, would practice this vehemently on his own accord.
Some would label it as selfishness, others would call it ambition. Richard Brookhiser in
Founding Father: Rediscovering George Washington submits, “His desire for honor was a
mixed quality. It could make him wayward, but it was also the engine of his efforts.”1 Without
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Washington’s desire to earn honor and respect, in turn advancing socially amongst the Virginian
aristocracy, Washington would not have had the incentive to be who he was: a headstrong young
man looking to make a name for himself.
More than any other formal schooling, Washington would learn the art of soldiering and
leading during the French and Indian War. As Joseph Ellis states in His Excellency:
And the kind of education he received, like the smallpox he had contracted from
Barbados, left scars that never went away, as well as immunities against any and all
forms of youthful idealism.2
Washington would learn from his past mistake (though he would never admit them) at
Fort Necessity and while serving as General Braddock’s aide-de-camp during the fatal foray into
the Ohio Valley wilderness. Further, his time as commander of the Virginia Regiment would
serve as his greatest schooling for leading and ultimately winning the American Revolution, but
he was certainly not a youthful leader without flaws. Just as the great sculptor Jean-Antoine
Houdon would mold Washington’s life mask in 1786, so too would Washington have to be
molded to be a great leader. As a young man he possessed the ability; it just had not hardened
into stone.
At an early age, Washington was entrusted with a significant amount of responsibility for
important tasks. At the age of sixteen, William Fairfax, a family that Washington would become
closely connected to through his older brother Lawrence’s marriage to Ann Fairfax, would be
sent on an expedition to survey the Fairfax holdings in the Shenandoah Valley. He would prove
to be skilled and efficient at his trade, conducting more than 190 surveys of uncharted territory,
and earning enough to purchase a 1,459-acre plot in the lower Shenandoah.3 He was also a
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physical presence, somewhere around six feet, two inches, which likely added to his early
respectability. Nearly everyone in the colonial period literally had to look up to him.
George’s outlook on his future changed significantly when his older brother and role
model, Lawrence, died of tuberculosis in 1752. While Lawrence lay at Mount Vernon grasping
to his final moments on earth, Washington would petition Governor Dinwiddie for an adjutantgeneral post in the Virginia militia. Without any military experience or significant
qualifications, Dinwiddie entrusted young Washington to carry out his duty. His first mission in
1754, as second in command with the rank of lieutenant colonel, was to secure the location for
the British at the Alleghany and Monongahela. Washington’s first combat action would be a
skirmish at what would be known as Jumonville Glen, after the French commander, Joseph
Coulon de Villiers, sieur Jumonville, against what was supposedly a peaceful French diplomatic
force. Following the conflict, he would write home to his brother his oft-quoted phrase, which
many would point to as early signs of his bravery: “I heard Bullets whistle and believe me there
was something charming in the Sound.”4
Following the attack on Jumonville, Washington and his meager force fortified
themselves at a precarious location, clearly visible and vulnerable to surrounding enemies at
what would be known as Fort Necessity. When attack from the enemy forces began,
Washington’s militia did not stand a chance. Without reinforcements or Indian allies, and as
more of his men fell in the nine-hour engagement, Washington was forced to surrender and sign
an Articles of Capitulation. He would mistakenly admit to assassinating the fallen French
commander, Jumonville, and overall the colonel’s young military career seemed all but over.
The defeat was an embarrassment, but his reputation was salvageable. Fairfax and Dinwiddie
would influence the House of Burgesses to issue an order recognizing Washington and several
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officers “for their late gallant and brave Behavior in the Defense of their Country.”5 Though his
reputation was still in tact, the Virginia militia would be disbanded. Seeing no opportunity to
rise in rank, he would resign in November 1754.
Washington would return to the conflict however, this time as aide-de-camp to thirtyfive-year veteran Edward Braddock. Though lower in rank than his previous position as colonel,
he sensed an opportunity to not only learn from Braddock, but also use his stature as a
springboard for his own upward mobility. In short, mainly due to the hubris of the British
military, Braddock’s forces marched themselves into a trap at the Monongahela. On their way to
take Fort Duquesne from the French forces, they became surrounded and were enveloped by
enemy fire. Many were killed, including Braddock himself, but Washington would escape,
having two horses shot out beneath him and four musket balls pierce his coat. Once again,
despite defeat, Washington would emerge as a hero, rallying the survivors to retreat to safety.6
As the logical choice, in August 1755, the twenty-three year old Washington would
become commander of the newly created Virginia Regiment. As Joseph Ellis states:
…the Virginia Regiment itself was very much its own creation, the first institution over
which he exercised executive authority, and in that sense was a projection of his own
developing convictions as both an officer and an aspiring gentleman.7
Washington would prove his worth early on. Due to previous experience, he understood it
would be difficult raising men for the regiment, and he wished for them to be taken seriously.
To maintain order, he would rule as a strict disciplinarian. He imposed such rules as refraining
from “gaming, carousing, bickering, swearing, drinking, and all other forms of indecorous
behavior.”8 Lashings for those falling out of line were severe. Desertion was punishable by
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hanging. In 1757, when a string of desertions occurred, Washington stated: “I have a Gallows
near 40 feet high erected and I am determined to hang two or three on it, as an example to
others.”9 His methods were harsh and brutal, but his men obeyed.
He would also drill and train his men the British technique of soldiering. Further, he
wanted his men to look like regulars, and thus, created uniforms for them. Designed and shipped
from England, by the spring of 1757, both officers and men would sport the provincial blue
uniforms. He also was quick in distributing pay and provisions, helping boost unit morale.
Importantly, worth quoting at length, as Edward Lengel states in General George Washington: A
Military Life:
There was no vast military bureaucracy or modern technology that he could use to
manage the minutiae of organization, logistics, and supply. He had to handle almost
everything himself—designing uniforms, securing cloth, superintending military
organization, supervising barracks construction, overseeing training, appointing officers,
mediating rank disputes, distributing pay, procuring transport, gathering arms and
ammunition, and managing provisions, to say nothing of planning and preparation for
actual conflict. Washington learned how to do all of these things, and he did them well.
His capacity for hard work and detail allowed him to accomplish tasks that were beyond
Braddock and other professional soldiers.10
Such experience was invaluable in organizing the Continental Army. Washington helped create
this motley group of irregulars—most were recently arrived immigrants from Scotland, England,
and Ireland or second-generation backcountry tanners, bricklayers, and carpenters11--into what
he felt was an efficient fighting machine. His pride and confidence in his abilities led him, in
February of 1756, to Boston to petition for the officers of the Virginia Regiment to be placed on
the royal establishment, by commander-in-chief of the British forces in North America,
Governor William Shirley. Further, he wanted to settle a dispute with Captain John Dagworthy
of Maryland concerning rank, which he felt, surely placed him above this newbie, despite not
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having a royal commission. Shirley stated that “he and every other provincial officer above
captain outranked Dagworthy” proving Washington’s worth as colonel.12 For now, Washington
was placated.
Unfortunately, Washington’s Virginia Regiment had no defining victory to prove its
worth and cement it into the French and Indian War annals. In 1758, Prime Minister William
Pitt would send the news that Great Britain would commence a major offensive on the French,
sending General John Forbes to target Fort Duquesne. He also encouraged Virginia to raise as
many men as possible. Washington would now be leading nearly two thousand men into
battle.13 As a testament to what Washington had accomplished with his Virginia Regiment,
Forbes’s quartermaster John St. Clair, expecting the worst from a group of irregulars, even
admitted that they were a “fine body of men.”14
After much bickering about what route to take to Fort Duquesne—Braddock’s old route
which Washington preferred or another circuitous route through the wilderness which Forbes
preferred—the French would prove to put up very little fight, abandoning Fort Duquesne and
setting it ablaze. Washington’s role in this campaign was marked by another significant error.
When called to reinforce Lieutenant Colonel George Mercer of the Second Virginia against a
French raiding party, his men would accidentally mistake Mercer’s regiment for the enemy.
Upon realizing what was occurring, Washington claimed to place himself in “imminent danger
by being between two fires, [and] knocking up with his sword the presented pieces.”15 After
victory at Fort Duquesne, Washington was ready to retire to Mount Vernon and settle down with
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a wife. As a final display of affection and a testament to the respect he received, the officers of
the Virginia Regiment wrote in protest:
The happiness we have enjoy’d and the Honor we have acquir’d together with the mutual
Regard that has always subsisted between you and your Officers, have implanted so
sensible an Affection in the Minds of us all that we cannot be silent at this critical
Occasion.16
As a testament to his leadership ability they wrote praise for his “…Practice of that Discipline
which alone can constitute good Troops,” and “steady adherance to impartial justice.”17
When the time for revolution ripened with armed conflict in Massachusetts, it was with
little doubt who the delegates would choose as military commander when the Second
Continental Congress met at Philadelphia in the spring of 1775. Washington, appearing in the
blue uniform of the Fairfax County Independent Company and looking fresh at the age of fortythree from taking care of his Mount Vernon enterprise, was ready to lead. Adams would recall
that “I had no hesitation to declare that I had but one gentleman in my Mind for that important
command…”18 Washington, in his customary reply, balked:
Tho’ I am truly sensible of the high Honour done me in this Appointment, yet I feel great
distress, from a consciousness that my abilities & Military experience may not be equal
to the extensive & important Trust…19
Taken at face value, he was right. His only military experience included a blunder at Fort
Necessity, a humiliation with General Braddock, and mild success—one which included
mistaken identity and friendly fire casualties--via forfeit at Fort Duquesne. As Harlow Giles
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Unger in The Unexpected George Washington further states “He knew little or nothing about
artillery, ordinance, or naval warfare.”20 However, Washington would not relinquish his duty:
…However, as the Congress desire i[t] I will enter upon the momentous duty, & exert
every power I Possess In their service & for the Support of the glorious Cause: I beg they
will accept my most cordial thanks for this distinguished testimony of their
Approbation.21
Washington, while modest in his response, was deep-down, confident in his ability. Although he
was nearly two decades removed from military life, and taken from the comforts of Mount
Vernon, Washington was willing to take the stage as military commander once again and
perform the improbable against the most formidable opponent in the world. Such an undertaking
was built on his belief in the “glorious Cause” and in his belief in formulating an army willing to
fight for this cause. In retrospect, his record as military commander in battle was laughable.
However, certainly, and above all else, his ability to lead was anything but. Like so many plays
he enjoyed, including Joseph Addison’s Cato based on the Stoic principles of virtue, honor, and
duty, Washington was ready to take the stage again. Washington, always the pragmatic leader
buried himself in literature on military strategy. As he stated to his men in 1756, “…As we now
have no opportunities to improve from example; let us read, for this desirable end.”22 His
examples of leadership during the War for Independence would become legend, but his ability
was molded long before he took command at Boston.
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